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Introduction
You just gotta love sexy sluts who sit in front of their computers all day naked and ready to provide you
with whatever hardcore action your kinky mind can dream up. So say hooray for the chat hosts at Chica
Cams, where Latina whores only get paid if they satisfy your dick's desires!

Adult Review
One of the benefits of high speed Internet is being able to do productive things, like share pictures and videos with friends
and family.  But how often do you really do that?  Not as often as you surf for filthy porn, right fellow perverts? The real
value of super fast connections lies in the ability to stream webcams from thousands of miles away, and have it look like
you're watching the whore next door perform in the privacy of her bedroom.
  
  Chica Cams takes adult XXX web cams to the next level by providing porn surfers with hundreds of chat hosts who are
available 24 hours a day to act out any kinky fantasy you want to see.  And basic registration is completely free!  You don't
need to give them any personal info to get a basic account, which allows you to enter the free video chat rooms and sample
the quality of the different sexy feeds.
  
  The quality of the Chica Cams varies from host to host, since they're all using their own personal equipment.  So do your
homework and compare the hosts that most interest you so you're not stuck paying for XXX content from a low quality video
feed.  
  
  There are no monthly fees unless you sign up for a Chica Cams VIP membership.  That costs $29.95 per  month, and
basically gives you some cool perks that aren't available to regular members.  The Tongue doesn't recommend this unless you
really fall in lust with a few of these sexy Chicas and plan on spending lots of time with them in private chat.
  
  To take a webcam host into private chat, you'll have to pay a per-minute fee that is set by the cam host herself.  You'll have
to purchase credits from the main Chica Cams site in order to do this, and they start deducting the per-minute fee from your
total account.  
  
  And you won't only find solo chicks at Chica Cams.  The site also offers couples, lesbians, trannies, and boy webcams feeds.
 There's someone for everyone  over here, but the really weird thing about the site is that 99% of the porn hosts look Asian,
not South American.
  
  The only Mexican thing you'll find on most nights is the chili pepper logo on the main site.  In fact, this cam site is a clone
of several others. But it doesn't really matter that much since these sluts all have tits and pussies, and if you ask them to
spread their sexy ass cheeks from behind, who cares what nationality they are anyway, right?

Porn Summary
Porn surfers who demand personalized webcam shows from sexy chat hosts all over the world need to look no further than
Chica Cams, where the hardcore action is live and 100% controlled by you!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A quality cam site but not a 100% Latina cam site'
Quality: 83  Updates: 100 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 82
Support: 90 Unique: 78    Taste: 79        Final: 84
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Asians 24 7 (91) ,Honey Dolls (89) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Asian, Cams, Exclusive, Free, Latina, Solo, VoD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $0.00 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 8,700
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